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Get Wowhead Premium As little as less than $1 per month to enjoy an ad-free experience, unlock premium features and support the site! Simply browse for your screenshot using the form below. Screenshots containing UI elements are generally denied on sight, the same applies to
screenshots of the modelviewer or character selection screen. The higher the quality the better! Please check our Screenshot guidelines before submitting! Simply type the URL of the video in the form below. Mongoose boots are listed as a pre-open option in P1. It is made from the pattern
plundered in the DMN chest and will not be available until P2. At Phase 6 BiS there is smth to consider and why I think going 8/8 Naxx-Gear is not BiS as SwordSpec. T-05 4/8 gives us as rogue a 35 energy boost that could be proc on any 10 attacks. This means that if BiS T-0.5 4/8 and T-
3 4/8 actually surpass T-3 8/8 as a SwordSpec crook because of the energy boost we get. We already have a high Crit-Chance to make t-3 4/8 a worthy Set-Bonus. It should be mentioned that Tanks have a high threat generater as we don't have t-3 6/8 for threat reduction. It's very
informative, I really think you've done a great job. Keep up the good work. Such a good meltdown. Pimplesant Cape is best in slot for at least p2, p3 and p4 (and probably also for p5)—Some suggestions for the (P1) Pre-Raid list: Ebon Mask is about on par with Eye of Rend and probably
better suited to alternative item as it is a quest reward for the same reason as Wyrmhide Spaulders may be listed as an alternative to shoulder because Truestrike Shoulders are usually kinda difficult to getSerpentine Sash aswell as Shadowcraft Belt can also be listed as alternate beltsAnd,
if you can't get dr set, the combination of Thrash Blade and Mirah's Song is an easy Yet a solid source for understanding gear for Rogues is shadowpanther.net. Shadowpanther was a great resource during Vanilla, and it looks like it's back for Classic! Rune of the Guard Captain is available
in phase 3, and Shadow Prowler's Cloak is available in stage 5. Amazing guide! Thanks a lot! what about thunder as BIS? Not super clear about why you stopped from the best pre raiding mh blue in Barman Shanker. The only reason I can see is that you kill it based on potentially taking a
debuff lock that is frankly a pretty poor argument against it given how much harder it hits over Heartseeker. Swiftfoot Treads is pretty good too and it's quest reward. No Lobo in PreRaid Daggers? It analyzed waaaaaay higher than Heartseeker.... About the pre-knock list: Why would any
vanilla crook have hit 12-15% at the expense of other statistics?: 5% precision, 2% Mask of the Unforgettable, 2% Devil's Bonus setbonus, Truestrike Shoulders, 1% Blackstone Ring (and human sword crook get 3% of races expertise). Correct me if im wrong please. I have Sunrazor On
server Noggenfogger and if someone is mourning that bit of dagger Whisp my name Nexcitè or adding my Battletag Famousfrost #2811 Great guide, but I find it strange that the 4-piece bonus of Shadowcraft Armor isn't mentioned at all. Some of the items listed are indeed BiS on their own,
but not when you have this 4-piece bonus. As a Rogue, you should prioritize getting 9% Hit Chance to guarantee that your capabilities will always hit on bosses. While you're above 9% do offer benefit for your white attacks, you should prioritize other stats like Agility, Attack Power and Crit
Chance over more than 9% Hit Chance.You can easily reach 9% Hit Chance as a rogue because you get 5% of the talent Precision. You can also easily acquire devil's saurus Gauntlets and Devilsaur Leggings that will give you an additional 2%. Now you just need 2% more which means
you only need one of the following:~ Mask of the Unforgettable ~ Truestrike Shoulders ~ Blackstone Ring and BlackcrowThe 40 Attacking Power you get from the 4-piece bonus in Shadowcraft Armor will far outweigh the Attack Power that is lost from replacing them for the BiS items. You
definitely want the Shadowcraft Boots, Bracers, and Belt if they're only slightly worse on their own than the BiS items. Agility and power each confer 1 point of Offensive Power for Rogues. Also keep in mind that 29 Agility = 1% Crit Odds, thus 1 Agility = about 0.0345% Crit Chance. ~ Shade
Boots vs. Swiftwalker Boots | -4 Attack Power ~ Shadowcraft Bracers vs. Deepfury Bracers | -4 Attack Power ~ Shadowcraft Belt vs. Cloudrunner Belt | -6 Attack Power, -0.0345% Crit Odds ~ Total: -14 Attack Power, -0.0345% Crit ChanceNow you'll either want Shadowcraft Cap or
Shadowcraft Spaulders to complete the 4-piece bonus depending on which item you use to cap your hit odds. It would be ideal to use Truestrike Shoulders and Shadowcraft Cap to maximize Attack Power. Avoid using Shadowcraft Tunic if possible, because Cadaveric Armor is a much
better option. ~ Shadowcraft Spaulders vs. Truestrike Shoulders | -2 Attack Power, +0.7586% Crit Odds ~ Total with 4-Piece Bonus: -14 -2 +40 = +24 Attack power, -0.0345 +0.7586 = +0.7241% Crit Chance~Shadowcraft Cap vs. Mask of the Memorable | +33 Attack Power, -0.3103% Crit
Chance ~ Total with 4-Piece Bonus: -14 +33 +40 = +59 Attack Power, -0.0345 -0.3103 = -0.3448% Crit ChanceI believes that with 59 additional attack Power would be more valuable to your dps than an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that having 59 additional attack power would be
more valuable to your dps be if an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power would be more valuable to your dps if an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power would be more valuable to your dps than an additional 2% Hit Chancei
believes that with 59 additional attack Power more for your dps would be if an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power would be more valuable to your dps if an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power more valuable for your dps
would be if an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power would be more valuable to your dps than an additional 2% Hit Chancei believes that with 59 additional attack Power more valuable for you, however, I would like to be proved wrong if I am. Thank you for
reading Don't Go Anyone Seriously mention that it's wildly outdated? Both Ravenholdt and the classic rogue dissent have locked that Combat rogue with weapon expertise needs just 1% hit (5% of precision against the 305 skill yellow hit cap of 6%), and that white hit is less valuable to
rogue in this environment than anger wars. The ideal pre-BIS setup for anyone holding a boilerplate spec is 6 piece SC with Devil's Saurus hands and legs, followed closely by any mix of mask/eye/genuine/cod chest with 6 piece. The difference between any of these is too small to be the
time and worth getting true BIS. Wear your 6 piece until you have ~5 pieces level 1 and/or 2. Break it for the elderly nuclear ladder if you combat daggers. With Mauradon coming out next week, what changes can we expect for the pre-raid BIS? Why does everyone forget Blackveil Cape
from BRD? Cloudrunner is a tough drop, Ive found. As well as swiftwalker boots. I use shadow work belt, and boots currently. BiS boots and belt = 36agi, 18 strg, 7stam, 300 weaponsShadowcraft boots and belt = 35agi, 9strg, 19stam, 9spirit, and 400 armorPersonally, the trade between 1
agi, 9 power, for 12 tribe, 9 spirit, and 100 extra armorPersonally, the trade between 1 agi, 9 power, for 12 tribe, 9 spirits, and 100 extra armor Especially considering how much easier it is to verkry.net the shadow pieces if food for thought so ranged options.. Interesting. Optionally,
Blackcrow, followed by Best as precisely calibrated Boomstick, and then Best to DM Satyr's Bow, which is exactly the same as the optional choice that was in play from the start. The bit list has not been updated. Tarnished elven ring is not on bit list for example. Please can keep it updated.
Cheers love The Quick Strike Ring are probably better than the Tarnished Elven Ring. I checked the Shadowpanther website and it says the Quick Strike Ring gives more DPS. I also maxed out the DPS with ClassicSim and with the Quick Strike Ring showed more DPS. The Quick Strike
Ring is probably better than the Tarnished Elven Ring. I checked the Shadowpanther website and it says it gives more DPS. I also maxed out the DPS with ClassicSim and with the Quick Strike Ring showed more DPS. How does Don Julio's band compare to the Tarnished Elven Ring?
Boots of Shadow Flame are BIS for a dagger rogue starting P3 btw Compare stats for the rings: Band of Accuria16 Agil x 1.83 = 29.28 AP2% Hit = 40 APTotal = 69.28 AP + 10 StaminaDon Julio's Band1% Crit = 24 AP1% Hit = 20 APBase = 16 APTotal = 60 AP + 11 StaminaQuick Strike
Ring5 Str = 5 AP1% Crit = 24 APBase = 30 APTotal = 59 AP + 8 StaminaTarnished El Ge Ring15 Agil x 1.83 = 27.45 AP1% Hit = 20 APTotal = 47.45 APAnd also compares the wrist gear: Bracers of the Eclipse10 Agil x 1.83 = 18.3 APBase = 24 APTo exhibit = 42.3 AP + 9
StaminaNightslayer Bracelets20 Agil x 1.83 = 36.6 APTotal = 36.6 AP + 15 Stamina Honestly, I feel like this list isn't doing a really good job of showing dagger BiS gear. As with just about all these lists, they all seem to be taking a sword focus. Example. Mask of the Unconcevened. It is
good. It's certainly no better than Eye of Rend for daggers. Especially combat Once you start hitting your +daggers gear + talents, the from +hit gear starting to take a pretty massive rear seat to other gear that focuses more on crit/overall AP. Essentially, I feel like all these lists are so



focused on gear in a vacuum that the gear as a whole isn't considered. In general, it's a decent starting guide for everyone who doesn't know much about the class, but is pretty lethargic and sword focused once you do. Also, I would argue that focusing on +hit is misplaced for sword rogue
as well given the +swords skills though combat swords will run rogue. At least give a context for how much hit a rogue should rifle for in a pve environment relative to +weapon vs. no +weapon. Edit: and while I'm at it, Bracers of the Eclipse &gt; Nightslayer Bracers. Press != better. You
should add boots from the Shadow Flame and Nightslayer Shoulders as BIS items for dagger rogues in Stage 3. Because they are closed to elderly core leather gloves, they will benefit more from the non-set items. Boots and shoulders are incredibly weak T2 items pre-raid bit needs to be
changed to 6pc shade, it's way more dps than devil's courus mixed with down pieces of Boots from Shadow Flame BIS for dagger roguesNightslayer Shoulder Pads BIS for dagger roguesDagger crook can't get the 8p set bonus because we need to wear aged core leather gloves, so our
BiS is different please correct the list. You forgot to call the Dragonfang Blade for the off-hand, it's slightly better than the Core Hound Tooth. (The Shadowpanther website says that it's better.) There is extremely valuable content in the comments, especially mention updated information
obtained from classic dissent and updated sim spreadhseets. Not updating the guide is misleading to both rogue and other players (spoilers board members, curious other classes competing on gear, etc.) that probably won't bother with reading the comments. The directory must be updated
please. Thankscc: @wowhead, @rokman You should add that Maladath, Runed Blade of the Black Flight is not the best in slot for Human Sword Rouges. They don't need the +4 Swords. Hard Cap for Armor skill is 308. Human Sword Rogue allready has 310 Sword Skill. BiS offhand for
Human Sword Crook are Warblade of the Hakkari Where are the Shade Boots? o. 0 0
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